
Goodness-of-Fit of Curves 

1. The basic problem may be stated as follo"Ts: 
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i. For each x in some interval (a, b)'a variable y may be 

observed which is normally distributed vnth mean value 

f(x, e) and variance a2 (x). 

ii. The function f( • , . ) is known from hypothesis, e is a 

parameter to be estimated from the data, a2 (x) is knovffi 

for each x. 

iii. The data consists of (Xi' Yi) i = 1, 2, ••. n. 

iv. The problem is to check the hypothesis. There exists a curve 

y = f(x,e) passing through the data points except for 

random errors. 

Unfortunately, (iv) requires more discussion. To make a sharp 

check, one has to know what one is looking for as an alternative hypothesis 
. . 

to f (x, e), ego that it should be g (x, ~). There are thus infinitely 

many tests of the hypothesis y = f(x, e) (here it 'is often called the 

null hypothesis) which have some sharpness or resolving power for different 

classes of alternatives. 

The classic test 'tlhich has some pOvter for all alternatives but 

relatively low pm·rer for special classes is based on the statistic 

n 

(1) Q(e) = 
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In (1) if the null hypothesis ts true and if e is known Q is 

distributed as X2 with n degrees of freedom. If e is not known, it 

must be estimated from the sample. The distribution of Q when e*, an 

estimate of e, is substituted for e depends on vThat estimate is used. 

* If it is very bad, Q(e) may vary more than Q(e) ego approach X2n+l 

For the best estimates, it 'vill approach X;;~l. Note that for large 

n, these differences are trivial. The safe~'rule to attain the latter is 
A A 

to use e* = e, the maximum likelihood estimator. e maximizes 

L(e) = IT : __ , 
°i'/231' 

1 Yi- f(x.e) 2 
exp [ - 2 ( 1) ] 

0. 
1 

A 

A I df 
A 

(Yi f{Xi,e ) Roughly vie may argue Q' (e) = de (Xi,e) = 0 
0, 

1 

\ 

A 

Since e, for all non-pathological f( • , . ), s, "tends to e as n ->00 

with variance = o(l). . n Q' (~) = Q'(e) + small terms. Putting 

zi = (Yi - f(Xi, e)) 'j °i' 
df(xj l el =CX:i 2e 

n 
Q =~ Z.2 where ~ CX:i zi = 0 

T 1 

and zi .•. z are independant normal (0,1). Using an orthogon~l 
n 

transformation to new variables, one of which is ~ <:xi Z:iJ shOvTS 

Q rv 2 
rv X • n-l 
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The "take home", result is thus:' if the hypothesis is true 
A 

z. 
lZ 

Yi - f(Xi, ,e) 
behave like indpt N(O,l) variables subject to 

n A 'A L of (Xi;!. e) (Yj - f(Xi,~ = ° 
oe O"i 

O"i 
the restriction 

The 

Denote 

1 

quantities 

of(xj, ~) 

08 

A 

Zi = Yi - f(Xj, e) 
O"i 

by ~, i = 1, 

are usually called the residuals. 

., n. 

This is all standard theory - see ego H. Cramer's "Math. Methods 

of Statistics" Princeton Univ. Press, "Linear Statistical Inference" 

c. R. Rao John Wiley. 

Remark: When e is a vector parameter, one simply has more restrictions. 

2. Other Tests or FUrther Study of the residuals: 

Suppose "ltTe wish to check a suspicious pattern in the residuals. 

It must be first realized that "things" can ahrays be found in the 

data by inspection that "ltrould be very unlikely to be seen again in 

another sample so some allmnl,llce must be made for this selection process. 

This is again a major topic in statistical theory that can't be 

discussed or allo"ltTed for here. 

To take a typical case: The residuals are first 0E,small x) all 

positive (say r of them) and then all negative (say n-r). One 
r 

could thus consider, t = ~ zi -
1 

n 
~ zi • 

r+l 

t will then be positive. Is it absurdly large'? 
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Maybe the residuals are first positiv~ then negative and then 

positive - a similar linear function of the z's might be used. 

Maybe the residuals may plot linearly against x, etc. 

In general one may "lish to test a linear function of the z' s, 
n 

say t = L: ~. z .. 
1 l l 

From the above "take-home" result, all we have to do is find 

the part of the vector 

that is orthogonal to 

Let it be 

i.e. 

Then 

n 
Normal (mean 0, var = L: I'i 2) 

1 

on the null hypothesis: f(x, e) correct. 

This may be extended and extended. 



3. Linear regression 

In the special case of e a vector and 

we are in the least squares case. The standard notation there is 

y ::: t3l Xl + . • • + ~ ~i + u i (u::: error)Ji ::: 1, - n. (E(.) = (» 

or, for n- observations, in matrix form: , ., 

(E(uu') ::: T say) E(u)::: ° 

The least squares estimates come from 

i.e. 

etc. 

If T is known, we raay transform it out so later T ::: Icr2
• 

Then 

Z ::: ~ ::: (I - X (x'x)-l x')y ~ res. vector. 

I - X(x'xflX' is idanpotent ",ith trace k. 

For an extensive discussion, the basic papers are: 

Durbin and Watson 1950,1951 Brometrika 

Watson, Watson and Hannan 1955, 1956 

Watson 1967/68 Ann. Math. Stat. 

Most of this literature is concerned with detection of certain kinds of 

correlation. My methods are more general, hOlvever. 
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For example, to check t = ~ Oizi. 

t = a'z = a' (I 

. In Section 1, T = 

E(t) = a'(I - x(x'xr1x') EU) = ° 
E(t2

) = E(a' (I-x(x'xrix')u u' (I - x(x'xr1x' )a) 

= a' M T M a, 

. If the u' s are not too far from normal, t will be accurately 

normal, with zero mean and variance a'MTMa. 

4. Sign Tests: 

Returning to section 1, when e is known it is obvious that all signs 

of Yi - f(x, e) will, with equal probability, be + or -, when f(x, e) is 

correct. When e is unknovm this can't be so because the residuals are 

approximately linearly restricted. However, some or all permutations of 

the observed signs may be equally likely. There is no general theorem of 

this kind - one must consider special cases. The only cases I knovl of are 

for, the linear models of section 3. When T = 0
2 I, the elements of z behave 

like independent N(O, ( 2
) variables subject to x'z = 0. If the elements of 

x are 0, +1, -1, one can see there is a chance. D. A. S .. Fraser 

(Brometrika Note, 1950's) discussed this. 
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While theorems are hard to come by, it is obvious that with many 

observations at different XIS and few parameters, the residuals are 

only very loosely related. I feel sure Monte Carlo runs would have trouble 

showing eg that all permutations were not independent. For a given 

f(x,e) one could thus run a check with simulated data. If all is well 

use ~g. run tests on the signs. Of course the numbers of permutations 

are vast always" so convincing M-C runs are expensive. 

" 
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